
Crocs (recreational shoes) CROCS-LiteRide 360 Clog black/slate grey

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
37/38 792986 191448910942 3+
38/39 792987 191448910959 3+
39/40 792988 191448910966 3+
41/42 792989 191448910973 3+
42/43 792990 191448910980 3+
43/44 792991 191448910898 3+
45/46 792992 191448910904 3+
46/47 792993 191448910911 3+
48/49 792994 191448910928 3+

Suggested retail price: 69.99 € s DPH

Description

Crocs brand Crocs. LiteRide crocs impress with a stylish look that is inspired by sports. If you are looking for trendy
Crocs sandals, these shoes for both ladies and gentlemen are the right choice. Brand crocs contain LiteRide ™
foam, the main function of which is comfort during everyday wear. It is super soft, light and extremely durable.
Crocs sandals guarantee support and cushioning where your feet need it most. You will appreciate the light
construction for everyday wear.

Men's or women's Crocs have a molded Matlite™ Motion upper. The perforated upper offers reliable air circulation
and flexibility. Crocs sandals are made of antibacterial material Croslite, which prevents odor. Branded sandals are
very easy to maintain. There is a strip in the heel area, which serves for a better fit and stability of the foot. The
raised back part of the heel also contributes to stability during walking. A non-slip sole with good grip is a matter of
course . Crocs sandals for ladies and gentlemen are the best choice for casual wear, leisure time or as footwear for
the pool and aqua center.

Product details:

Inspired by sports
360 degree LiteRide foam that is super soft, incredibly light and extremely durable
Support and breathability where your feet need it most
The dynamic and breathable Matlite Motion upper corresponds to the natural movement of your foot
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They are odor resistant, easy to clean and dry quickly
Waterproof
Fully molded Croslite material ™ construction for maximum lightweight cushioning and durability
Strap for a secure fit
Raised back heel
Anti-slip sole
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